Healthcare Overview
When it comes to healthcare IT, no one can offer the unique kind of support, tech expertise,
experience and industry specific “bed side manner” that Derive Technologies provides. We’ve built a richly
diverse IT business solutions practice to meet the unique requirements of the Healthcare industry.
Derive has been supporting healthcare companies’ complex technology needs with innovative
solutions for two decades, serving some of the world’s leading medical institutions. We provide
comprehensive support for teaching and research facilities, long term care and home health services, satellite
clinics and small practices. Our subject-matter experts have extensive experience working with nursing,
physician, pharmacy and clinical engineering leadership. Derive combines this expertise with broad capabilities
and understanding of the overall enterprise technology infrastructure.
Our goal is to bring innovation to challenges surrounding patient care, regulatory compliance,
information sharing, teaching and learning, and medical/pharmaceutical R&D. With a holistic approach, we
provide point of care solutions that empower health care institutions to administer personalized care that’s
timely and organized.
Our comprehensive suite of healthcare solutions provides:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved service provision
Utilization of new and existing systems
Reduced operational costs
Focused workflow efficiency
Deep understanding of compliant-ready regulatory control & administration
Elimination of excess infrastructure & optimization of existing hardware
Efficient product testing & shipping in a local configuration center
Service to and security for end-user devices that reduce TCO
Accurate and honest technology analyses and assessments
Service to and security for end-user devices that dramatically reduce TCO
Competitive technology financing options

Engage Derive Technologies to become part of the fabric of your strategic planning and most effective
integration of new network, server, storage, communications, collaboration, and data security solutions.
Extraordinary commitment to quality has earned Derive a reputation for stability, reliability, and the agility it
takes to remain ahead of the endless flow of new technologies and platforms.
Derive Technologies is headquartered in the heart of NYC’s Financial District, and we take on the toughest
challenges -- not only for our New York clients, but for our national and inte rnational clients as well. Fast and
responsive… we move at the speed of the city.
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